Saturday, 3 October, 2020

15.30 to 17.00 IST (10.00 am-11.30am UK time)

A SCIENTIFIC
EXPLORATION

INTEGRAL HEALTH

of

It’s clear our planet and our collective have expanded into a new reality.

The old models and structures are changing. We’re experiencing time in a different way.
Our cellular brains have the ability to tap into different time lines in the same instant. This
bursting multi-dimensionality is creating a seeming chaos within the different levels of our mind.
This chaos is reflected into our physical body, with the greatest impact on our immune system.
Using the quantum mechanical model,we can find a way of navigating this and coming
transitions.
In this interactive discussion, Dr Sangeeta Sahi will introduce her way of working with the
Integral Health principles and their correlation with the 3rd and 4th dimensional aspects
of the quantum physics model, which relates to the human body system as a biological
computer. We will be touching on the emerging light-body structures within the cellular
matrix and their detoxifying and regenerative functions.
You will leave the session, hopefully, with a new perspective
on health and your body and much new food for thought.
Please send questions. This will help greatly to direct
the discussion in a way which is fulfilling for all of us.

She has delivered talks at the Delhi Sri Aurobindo Ashram
International School and at the Hall of Harmony, SAICE,
Pondicherry. To listen to her talk click here:

Google Meet session: Link after registration
Domestic payment: https://rzp.io/l/sboSaIz
Eventbrite UK:https://www.eventbrite.
com/e/a-scientific-exploration-of-integralhealth-with-dr-sangeeta-sahi-tickets118945474115?aff=ebdssbeac
E-mail: james@namahjournal.com
Phone: James +91 7094898789

Session fee is Rs.300.
The fee is non-refundable
For Bank Transfer
Account: NAMAH
Account no: 1235498160
Type:
Savings
Bank:
Central Bank of India
IFSC:
CBIN0281354

Her research has led her to further studies of the
quantum energetic effects of the human DNA and the
influence of these effects in the daily life of an individual.
Dr. Sangeeta further researched the effects of brainwaves on people’s memories, learning abilities, and their
super-sensory intuitive and healing skills. It became
clear to her that each human being is a unique and
complex integrated system of biochemistry, genetics,
thoughts, emotions, and ultimately, Consciousness. She
continued her work by incorporating the models of PNEI
(PsychoNeuroEndocrinoImmunology – the effects of
thoughts on the nervous, endocrine and immune systems
of the body) and Epigenetics (the study of changes in
organisms caused by modification of genetic expression,
rather than alteration of the genetic code), combined with
nutritional therapy. With this knowledge, she created
a customised Antiaging programme for her individual
patients.
As well as being a Medical Doctor, she is also a specialist
in the fields of anti-aging, biophysics and electromagnetic
resonance system.

REGISTRATION DETAILS

International payment: https://rzp.io/l/27g1pLw

Dr. Sangeeta Sahi is an Integrative
Medical Doctor and Anti-aging
Consultant, who graduated from the
Christian Medical College in India,
and Whipps Cross Hospital, London,
UK. In addition, she received a
Master of Business Administration
(MBA) degree from ESSEC in Paris, France. Dr. Sahi is a
pioneering medical physician who combines her formal
medical training with a host of dynamic, complementary
and alternative therapies in her practice of Integrative
Medicine. She has created a specific programme for
individuals experiencing cancer and autoimmune
diseases, using her own particular integrated approach.
This programme is called Conscious Cancer®.
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